Teaching and Learning Objectives for reading at ESL level 3
3A3 Monitor and enhance comprehension by using simple strategies, perhaps one at a time.
3A4 Use visible and organizational features of texts to aid in understanding
3A6 Extend, revise, and/or reorganize prior knowledge to address reading purpose
3B1 Recognize some high-frequency, personally-relevant, and phonetically-relevant words
3C2 Draw from at least 1 to 2 strategies to discern the meanings of unfamiliar words found in
written texts
3D3 Regularly read a small range of connected text inside and outside class.

Anne of Green Gables
Summary

Directions: Put the following sentences in the correct order.

- Anne hated Gilbert.
- Anne made a good friend named Diana.
- Then Marilla and Matthew adopted Anne.
- Anne lived in the children’s home.
- Anne had a big imagination and a hot temper.
- Anne often got into trouble.
- Anne became the teacher in Avonlea.
- Anne loved Diana and Diana loved Anne.
- Anne met Gilbert Blythe in school.
- Anne lived in the house at Green Gables with Marilla and Matthew.
- Anne and Gilbert tied for first place in the examinations.
- Gilbert pulled Anne’s hair and said, “Carrots!”
- Finally Anne and Gilbert stopped being enemies and became friends.
- Both Anne and Gilbert studied for the examinations at Queen’s College.
- Marilla thought about selling Green Gables.
- Matthew had a heart attack and died.